A G UID E T O M E A S U R IN G A N D O P T IMI Z IN G
C O N S T R U C T I O N SI T E E F F I C IE N C Y FOR
VDC MANAGERS AND TECHNICAL DIRECTORS

WANT A MORE PRODUCTIVE PROJECT?
MEASURE MANUAL PROCESSES.
BuiltSpace collects real-time process and service data
so you can optimize on-site performance

PRODUCTIVIT Y HAS ALWAYS BEEN A CHALLENGE IN CONSTRUCTION.
THOUGH MANY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE, THERE IS GENER AL AGREEMENT THAT TECHNOLOGY IS
UNDERUTILIZED IN THE INDUSTRY, WITH A FEW KEY EXCEPTIONS.

The widespread adoption of BIM was one
such leap forward, facilitating modeling,
documentation, and collaboration at a higher
standard than ever. But even after decades in
use and ever-increasing sophistication, BIMs
have proven an incomplete solution to the lack
of productivity growth in the industry. The
reason? They cannot capture data on manual
processes—the majority of the work performed
on the construction site.

process data collection, and the opportunity
it presents for testing and optimization
during a project, is the next leap forward for
construction productivity.

Though excellent for modeling and data
presentation, BIMs do not record dynamism
in the construction process, and they have no
capacity to learn from that data. Real-time

CATCH UP ON DATA COLLECTION

With timely data in hand, Technical Directors
and VDC Managers can address issues in real
time, testing creative solutions over the course
of a project and learning from the patterns
presented in the data.

The unfettered growth of technology
companies is built on a foundation of digital

data collection, which supports analysis, testing,
and optimization. This is where construction
companies lag. Even in the post-BIM
construction industry, data is often confined
to paper reports or static e-documents. Even if
these are read by AI or machine learning ML,
the value they
offer is limited.

BuiltSpace is a seamless solution for process
data collection
and analysis,
providing realtime, as-built
documentation
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IoT sensors
and mobile
devices present
an opportunity
to gather reams
of actionable
data from
work sites.
With timely
data in hand,
Technical
Directors
and VDC
Managers can
address issues
in real time,
testing creative
solutions over
the course of
a project and
learning from
the patterns
presented in
the data.

real time that is both backward-looking and
predictive.” To take advantage of this potential,
data gathering at the construction site must be
mobile, flexible, and easy to adopt.

BRIDGE THE PROCESS GAP

TURN ANY PERSON, PLACE, OR THING
INTO A SENSOR

McKinsey suggests that “on-site productivity
can be increased by as much as 50 percent by
implementing a cloud-based control tower
that rapidly assembles accurate data in near

Mobile scanning is a simple solution to a
complex problem: how to capture timely,
accurate information in a rapidly changing
environment. Technical Directors and VDC

Managers can collect a wide range of data at
streamlines work packages, reporting near reala low cost with simple installation, opening
time field installation, logistics, commissioning,
up creative possibilities for
and verification.
measurement, testing, and
INSTALLATION
optimization. It can also add
LEVERAGE THE SERVICE TWIN
depth to existing datasets:
geospatial data from a
BuiltSpace creates a cloud-based,
point cloud may show the
4D “Service Twin” that displays
dimensions of a boiler, but
accurate in-building data across
BuiltSpace can add thermal
the whole building lifecycle.
performance data and
This is a highly relevant learning
engineering
tool: a body
specifications.
of project
THE INTEGRATED SERVICE TWIN ALSO PROVIDES A VALUABLE
service and
OPERATIONAL ASSET FOR BUILDING OWNERS, A DIFFERENTIATOR FOR
COMPANIES SEEKING TO STAND OUT IN THE PROPOSAL PROCESS.
The
automation
possibilities
data
are endless. For example,
that directly supports cost
sensors that measure concrete
accountability and change
curing can promote faster
management.
pouring. BuiltSpace’s Service
Twin app can capture not
The Service Twin also provides
only that curing data, but
a valuable operational asset for
concrete delivery times, asbuilding owners, a differentiator
built mix specification, pour
for companies seeking to stand
BUILDING OPERATIONS
times, and more—a wealth of
out in the proposal process.
data to help fine-tune the construction cadence Owners can continue using the Service Twin
and ensure that the work is done correctly
to inform operations, maintenance and repairs,
the first time. Data-driven work sequencing,
future renovations, and more.
delivered directly to the trade’s mobile app,

BuiltSpace tracks over 1.8 million
services in 25,000 buildings worldwide.
If you’re interested in learning more
about BuiltSpace, visit us online.

BUILTSPACE.COM • 1 855 498 4522

